Vice President Quality and QP
Join Vectura and help us transform people’s lives.
If you’re a talented Quality professional, with extensive experience of leading quality processes and
teams within the Pharmaceutical sector, we’d be keen to hear from you. It goes without saying that
you’ll also have the drive and ambition to ensure that Vectura is at the forefront of Quality best
practice, whilst we continue to focus on our mission to improve the lives of airways disease patients.
In part, we’ll achieve this through turning innovation into life-changing solutions which the Quality
department will ensure are designed, developed, manufactured and distributed in a continuous
state of control and compliance.
Vectura is an extraordinary business with a passion to develop and deliver technologies that
improves the lives of people with airways diseases such as asthma. We have cutting edge skills and
capabilities across the group and we are doing some innovative and amazing science within the
inhalation space.
Reporting to the Executive Vice President - Operations, as Vice President for Quality and you will
lead and shape the Quality function and ensure Vectura conforms to it’s Quality Policy. Your
expertise will deliver continuous state of control and compliance for the design, development,
manufacture and distribution of safe pharmaceutical products and medical devices.
Your key responsibilities will include accountability for developing Vectura’s Quality Management
Systems, ensuring they are maintained to highest possible standards and compliant to associated
international standards and regulatory requirements. You will lead and manage the quality team
across multiple sites, based in UK, Germany, France and Switzerland. You’ll be the trusted advisor for
quality to the Executive Leadership Team and other key business stakeholders.
To be considered for the role of Vice President for Quality, you will hold a bachelor’s degree and be
able to demonstrate proven experience in a senior quality management role within the
Pharmaceutical industry sector. You will be proven leader and have excellent people management
skills. You will be an expert in driving quality systems, possess first class communications skills and
have proven trusted advisor status.
In return for your skills and expertise we offer a competitive base salary, bonus and generous
benefits package including pension, life assurance, share options/save schemes, private health and
dental care.
If you are keen to find out more then please click apply.

